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Youre a meteorology student fascinated by storms. But Mother Nature can be unpredictable.

Situations can quickly turn deadly when extreme weather is involved. What do you do when, Youre

in a van full of people and a tornado suddenly appears to be headed right for you? A hurricane

gains strength along the Florida coast but you're unable to convince people to leave their homes? A

flash flood suddenly strikes, putting you and your friends and family in mortal danger? Experience

the life or death dilemmas that face storm chasers. YOU CHOOSE what you'll do next. The choices

you make will either lead you to safety or to doom.
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Richard.

Bought this to be a filler when teaching. Works for lots of different ages and has a lot of great

information. Also it is a really good group activity if you have small groups of students choose the

next action. Everyone wants to survive, so it is very engaging.

This is a great addition to our school library.It was just as described and arrived very quickly.Thank

You for your outstanding service.

I was pleased to find this great book on . My 2nd grader read a similar story at school and loved the

interactive nature of the book as well as the factual and historical nature of it. The book tells a

fictional story but includes real life events. The reader chooses the path they want the story to follow

by answering questions and turning to a given page, as directed in the book (i.e. "If you choose to

stay and help, turn to page 19. If you choose to flee, turn to page 23.") Very cool books with several

different endings that you can go back and read by making different choices.

Choose your own way the story progresses in so much fun --- my grandsons like this book!

This is a great method to use in teaching a homeschooler, or for that matter a public schooled

student.It wouldn't hurt for a teacher to be a bit more interactive, I'd separate the students in to

groups, each choosing among themselves the choices, and give each group a chance to change to

other choices, they wont forget it and will have fun with it.

Very realistic, my 8 year old boy was electrocuted getting out of a car when hurricane waters plowed

the car he was riding in into a power pole.A little graphic but my little country boy loves it!!!!! We read

these together

My almost 9 year old son could not have been MORE thrilled when he opened this for Christmas!

He loves the "You Choose" series and had no idea there was this option - he has read it several

times, making wrong choices here and starting over and making a good choice there... it's super

educational and teaches emergency safety in storm situations which is always helpful, but and it

teaches things about the storms themselves, and is so fun and entertaining. A GREAT book and

series for kids who need a little "kick" to get reading more!



My daughter is at that age where she is WANTING to read new things, and on her own. These

books were not too difficult for her to read (some help was needed from time to time) and she loves

that she gets to choose what happens next. The tips that they also give in different situation was

beneficial for not just her but me as well. These are a great idea for children.
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